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Hands On CPR & First Aid Training System
#PM001

To anyone responsible for training: stop struggling with scheduling, cost
overruns, and retention risks. First Voice has developed a system that will
minimize your scheduling inconveniences, improve skill retention, AND reduce
your training costs! Using our advanced responder products, you can improve
your responder programs, reduce your costs, and keep your responders at
nearly 100% skills retention all year long.
Our Hands On CPR and First Aid Training system combines online training with
state-of-the-art products to ensure that your responders are always up-to-date
and ready for action. Just 15-30 minutes every month guarantees that your
responders know how to respond to any emergency. Major training studies
show that 15-30 minute interactive training and online classes can be as
effective as 4 hours of training.*

% CPR Skills/Knowledge Retained
100%
with First Voice

30%
without First Voice
TRAINING

30 DAYS

60 DAYS

90 DAYS

Normal instructor CPR/First Aid class results.

Using our online training with the Prestan Hands On CPR Feedback Manikin,
First Voice Emergency Instruction Device (EID), the First Voice Training Scenarios Book, and
an optional AED trainer upgrade in a convenient carrying case ensures that you are providing
your responders with the best training and equipment at the lowest possible cost.

* Increases skill retention
* Exceeds OSHA

The system comes with a complimentary CPR skills assessment checklist for
proper file documentation by your staff and management.
This system is a necessity to shore up OSHA hands-on training requirements
when your organization does 100% online training and needs skills
assessment verification and practice.

*

training requirements
Reduces training costs

The Prestan CPR Feedback Manikin
The Emergency Instruction Device
The Emergency Instruction Device (EID;
#AVU5001) is the heart of the First Voice
products. At only 1.25 inches thick, this new
EID is backed by a 3-year warranty on all
parts and is patent protected. All protocols
are compliant with current approved AHA
First Aid and ECC CPR protocols, and this
device is updateable. Utilizing yes/no
questions quickly gets the trainee through
practice training scenarios.

Realistic to the eye and the touch, the Prestan manikin

Comes in a
soft-sided,
light-weight
carrying case!

(#PP-AM-100M) is unlike any other on the market.
Prestan’s revolutionary new CPR Rate Monitor allows
for instant feedback to both instructor and student
regarding the rate of chest compression and depth.
This allows each student to gauge their rate of
compressions on their own as well as allowing the
instructor to monitor several students quickly and
easily. Includes CPR skills retention checklist
documents for your responders!

The Training Scenarios Book
The Training Scenarios Book (#TS001)
can be used as needed for a quick
anytime training refresher, bringing the
instructor to you. Covers medical, injury,
and environmental emergencies and
ensures skills practice for CPR and a
majority of workplace first aid
incidences. Comes with quizzes and
answer key for your workplace
documentation records.

31” x 18“ x 6” light-weight carrying case

Exceeds OSHA Hands-On
Training Requirements

* according to the American Heart Association

www.firstvoice.us

HeartSine AED Trainer

#HST01
For refresher training on AEDs and
sudden cardiac arrest (SCA)
events at your organization. Fits
inside the Training System case!

